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 2010 Bollywood Release King was distributed by Reliance Big Pictures in a budget of Rs. 12,000,000. The film was released in India on 22 January 2010 with a running time of 134 minutes. The official trailer of the movie was released on 22 August 2009. The film was a commercial hit in its first week. The film was a remake of a Bengali-language film of the same name, released in 1987. Box
office The film grossed Rs. 9.5 million in its opening week. The film earned Rs. 25.75 million in its opening weekend and had an impressive success in its run, grossing Rs. 48 million. The film became the second highest-grossing film in 2010. Awards and nominations Soundtrack The soundtrack of the film was released in 2009. The soundtrack features lyrics in English and Bengali. The music for the

songs "Khela" and "Pojo Bole Na Wo" was composed by Anu Malik. The music of "Pojo Bole Na Wo" was a composition from the movie Devdas. The song "Boley Na" from the film Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge was also used. The songs were all listed in the original Soundtrack CD of the film. The song "Khela" which has an Indian pop and Bollywood sound was composed by Sidhant Cassu. The
song "Pojo Bole Na" is a song from the movie Devdas and has a heavy influence on it. The song "Boley Na" is a remix of "Khela" and was sung by Lata Mangeshkar, Manna Dey and Shreya Ghoshal. External links King at the Bollywood Hungama References Category:2010s drama films Category:2010s Hindi-language films Category:Indian films Category:Indian action drama films Category:Indian

action adventure films Category:Hindi remakes of Bengali films Category:Films featuring an item number Category:2010 films Category:Films directed by Priyadarshan Category:Hindi films remade in other languagesQ: How do I get existing pinpoints on a specific date for further processing? I am working with a dataset of 1,000,000+ geoposition 82157476af
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